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The person tradeoff (PTO) is commonly used in health economic applications. However, to date it has no
theoretical basis. The purpose of this paper is to provide this basis from a set of assumptions that together
justify the most common applications of the PTO method. Our analysis identifies the central assumptions
in PTO measurements. We test these assumptions in an experiment, but find only limited support for the
validity of the PTO.
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. Introduction

The person tradeoff (PTO) method was first devised by Patrick
t al. (1973) (they call it “the equivalence [of numbers] technique”)
nd later promoted by several other researchers as a means of mit-
gating fairness concerns in health allocation (Nord, 1995; Nord et
l., 1999; Murray and Lopez, 1996; Pinto-Prades, 1997; Baron and
bel, 2002; Ubel et al., 2000). The PTO method has been used in

mportant health policy applications. For example, the World Bank
ses the PTO in the estimation of the quality weights in its burden
f disease studies.

Despite its long history and popularity, the PTO has, to our
nowledge, no theoretical basis to support its use. As of yet, it

s unknown under which conditions the PTO adequately reflects
ocietal preferences over allocations of health. The purpose of this
aper is to identify and test these conditions. The identification

f these preference conditions will facilitate an understanding of
he rules that govern societal health allocation decisions when
he PTO is employed. It will thus help clarify assumptions asso-
iated with applications of PTO values in modeling and analysis

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 323 442 3435; fax: +1 323 442 1462.
E-mail address: jdoctor@usc.edu (J.N. Doctor).
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e.g., cost-effectiveness and cost-value analysis). Further, identify-
ng preference conditions will allow for empirical testing of the
alidity of the PTO. Towards the end of this paper we report the
esults of a first empirical test of the conditions underlying the
TO. The experiment sheds light on the question of whether or not
sing the PTO is justified. The enterprise of testing the validity of
he PTO is of significant importance for the obvious reason that if
e ignore the preference implications of the PTO, we may end up

ecommending policies that conflict with society’s best interests.

.1. Person tradeoff formulas

Patrick et al. (1973) is consistent with the following:

1) Assume four health state improvements “w to x”, “y to z”,
“w to w” and “y to y” (for brevity we denote these by (w, x), (y,
z), (w, w) and (y, y) respectively) and natural numbers m and n.

2) Policy 1 is such that m persons receive (w, x) and n persons are
left untreated (i.e., they receive (y, y)).
3) Policy 2 is such that m persons receive (w, w) (i.e., they are left
untreated) and n persons receive (y, z)).

4) Policy 1 is equivalent to Policy 2 if and only if n/m = (V(x) −
V(w))/(V(z) − V(y)), where V is a function that assigns a numeric
value to health states.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01676296
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/econbase
mailto:jdoctor@usc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhealeco.2009.06.010
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(von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). We will relax this assump-
tion to accommodate non-expected utility models in Section 5.

When for all g and g′ ∈ G, g� g′ if and only if U(g) ≥ U(g′), we say
that a utility function U represents preferences over policies in G. The
J.N. Doctor et al. / Journal of Hea

In the Patrick et al. (1973) analysis, z is “optimal functioning” and
ssigned a value of 1, y and w are both set equal to death, which is
implicitly) given a value 0. Finally, x is some suboptimal health
tate which is to be assigned a value between 0 and 1. So for exam-
le, by the Patrick et al. (1973) measurement scheme a decision
aker is indifferent between the following policies:

Policy A = “Save 500 lives (m), but these people are left with blind-
ness (x)”, and
Policy B = “Save 100 lives (n), returning all one hundred to full
health (z)”

f and only if n/m = (V(x) − V(w))/(V(z) − V(y)) or
00/500 = (V(x) − 0)/(1 − 0) or V(x) = 1/5.

Since the work by Patrick et al. (1973), the general method given
n (1) to (4) above has been used numerous times as a means of
valuating person tradeoffs (see for example, Nord, 1999; Murray
nd Lopez, 1996; Pinto-Prades, 1997; Baron and Ubel, 2002). Ubel et
l. (2000) have objected to (4) above, because it treats health state
mprovements as value differences. While Ubel et al. (2000) did not
tate an alternative formula for expressing health state improve-
ents as a combination of health state utilities, their position is

onsistent with a more general approach given here as (4′):

4′) Policy 1 is equivalent to Policy 2 if and only if n/m =
U(w, x)/U(y, z).

hus using our previous example, the value 1/5 under (4′) is not
he value of blindness as it is when (4) is assumed, but rather may
nly be interpreted as the ratio of the value of moving from death
w) to blindness (x) to the value of moving from death (y = w) to
ull health (z). If we assume that moving from death to full health
quals 1 (i.e. U(y, z) = 1), which, as we will see later, is allowed under
he properties of U, then 1/5 gives the utility of moving from death
o blindness (i.e. U(w, x) = 1/5). Ubel et al. (2000) point out, using
pecific examples, how fairness concerns on the part of the respon-
ent may be accommodated by assuming (4′) instead of (4). The
ownside of (4′), of course, is that, because it is more general, it

s a less efficient means of computing the value of health state
mprovements; the value of each health state improvement must be
licited directly and cannot be inferred by subtracting health state
alues. Thus, simple and efficient tables given by Nord (1999) (see
or example Tables 14 and 15 of Nord (1999)) or values elicited for
he global burden of disease (Murray and Lopez, 1996), each being
n example of values derived using Step 4, are not permissible if
tep 4′ is substituted.

In this paper, we identify the assumptions underlying (4) and
4′). The comparison of assumptions will permit better insight into
ow much more restrictive (4) is than (4′). Several empirical stud-

es have examined implications of the PTO formula (Damschroder
t al., 2004; Dolan and Green, 1998; Dolan and Tsuchiya, 2003)
nd generally obtained negative results. Unfortunately, it is not
lear from these studies why PTO measurements give inconsistent
esults, because several assumptions are tested simultaneously. The
dvantage of our approach is that it allows for exact tests of (4) and
4′) and their difference, in the sense that no confounding assump-
ions have to be made. Hence, our analysis defines a new empirical
ramework for testing the validity of PTO measurements. We pick
p this framework in Sections 6 and 7 where we present the results
f an experiment aimed at testing the conditions underlying (4)

nd (4′). This analysis provides insight into the issue of bias in PTO
easurement. Theorems 1 and 2 offer a full understanding of the

reference conditions implied by PTO formulas. Thus, when a pref-
rence condition is violated we are assured that PTO measurement
ields biased results.

b
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.2. Person tradeoffs and risky choice

Most PTO exercises are carried out in a riskless context. This
eans that the respondent makes decisions between two alter-

atives that deliver health state improvements to a cohort with
ertainty. However, it is clear that health policy decisions inherently
nvolve risk or uncertainty (Doctor and Miyamoto, 2005). We know,
or example, that policy makers face uncertainty as to the num-
er of persons who will be afflicted with disease or injury in any
iven year. Therefore, PTO exercises draw from a subset of a larger
and perhaps more realistic) set of policy decision making scenar-
os that involve risk. It behooves us then to model person tradeoffs
n the most general way possible so as to accommodate potential
uture modifications that might involve risky choices. Therefore, in

hat follows we describe the basic preference objects with which
he policy maker is confronted as risky policies. The outcomes of
hese risky policies are distributions of health state improvements
nd the goal of the policy maker is utility maximization of health
tate improvements. The model we develop governs preferences
ver riskless policies as well, as we will explain in the next section.
hus, current practice is a special case of our approach.

. Background

Let Ci be the set of all possible health state improvements that
re experienced by the ith person in society over some pre-specified
eriod of time (e.g., 1 year)1 and n the number of individuals in soci-
ty affected by a particular health program. The set of health state
mprovements, C, is a set of n-tuples of the form c = 〈c1, c2, . . ., cn〉,

here ci denotes the change in health of the ith person. A health
tate change ci is composed of two dimensions: pre-policy health
tatus, xi, health before the policy decision, and post-policy health
tatus yi, health after the policy decision. That is, ci is given by
he ordered pair (xi, yi), where each xi and yi are health states. We
estrict these pairs such that they are always health improvements.
he set of all possible health states is denoted by H. The notation 0j

s used to denote that person j’s health does not change, i.e., for all
ealth states x, and persons j, (xj, xj) ≡ 0j.

By (p:c1;c2) we denote the health policy that gives health state
mprovement c1 with probability p and health state improvement
2 with probability 1 − p. In what follows, we only need health poli-
ies involving at most two distinct outcomes and, hence, for ease of
xposition, we will restrict attention to these. We will denote the
et of all possible health policies by G. The set G contains not only
isky health policies but also riskless ones, i.e. policies for which p
s equal to 0 or 1 or for which c1 = c2. It is for this reason that we

rote in the previous section that our analysis comprises current
ractice as a special case.

We consider a social planner who has preferences over health
olicies. The social planner’s preference relation (over health poli-
ies in G) is denoted by �. The social preference relation � is
nterpreted to mean “at least as preferred as” and is a weak order.

eak orders are transitive (if a�b and b� c then a� c) and com-
lete (for every a and b, a�b, or b� a). Strict preference, �, and

ndifference, ∼, are defined in the usual manner.2 We assume that
references over health policies are governed by expected utility
1 It is possible to model health state improvements over variable time periods,
ut this detracts from the focus of the paper and adds little to our analysis.
2 That is, a � b when a�b but not b� a and a ∼ b when both a�b and b� a.
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Example for marginality II.
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elation � governs preferences over distributions of health changes
y restricting attention to riskless health policies. Under expected
tility preferences over health policies (p:c1; c2) can be represented
y pU(c1) + (1–p)U(c2). Under expected utility the utility function is
n interval scale: unique up to multiplication by a positive constant
nd addition of a real constant. We impose that persons for whom
ealth does not change have no effect on preference. In other words,
dding any number of persons with constant health to a population
oes not either improve or reduce the desirability of the policy.

For simplicity, we assume that a person tradeoff equivalence
lways exists. That is, for every improvement (w, x) and (y, z) in
× H there exist positive integers m, n such that for policies c1 =

(w1, x1), . . . , (wm, xm), 0m+1, . . . , 0m+n〉 and c2 = 〈01, . . ., 0m, (ym+1,
m+1), . . ., (ym+n, zm+n)〉, we have c1 ∼ c2.

Let us summarize the assumptions made so far.

tructural Assumption 1. A preference relation� governs prefer-
nces over health policies. The relation � satisfies expected utility.
person tradeoff equivalence always exists. For any outcome of a

ealth policy, adding any number persons in constant health does
ot affect the desirability of the policy.

. Definitions

We now provide conditions that will provide a formal justifica-
ion for the use of person tradeoff measurement.

efinition 1. Marginality (Fishburn, 1965).
1/2:c1;c2) ∼ (1/2:c3;c4) whenever c1, c2, c3, c4 ∈ C, and any
i ∈ Ci that appears once (twice) in (1/2:c1;c2) also appears once
twice) in (1/2:c3;c4) and vice versa.

Marginality says that preferences depend only on marginal
robability distributions over health state improvements. As an

llustration, consider the following two policies (Table 1) involving
wo equal-sized groups of patients.

Policy A results with probability 1/2 in a situation where both
roups of patients go from poor health to good health and with
robability 1/2 in a situation where both groups of patient(s)
emain in poor health. Under health Policy B one group of patients
oes from poor health to good health with the other remaining in
oor health. Under both policies, each patient has a 1/2 probability
f an improvement to good health. Thus, the marginal probability
istributions of health changes are the same for each patient under
oth policies. Put another way, both policies offer each patient
xactly the same expected health benefit; when this is the case
hen marginality says that Policies A and B are equivalent.

It is conceivable that the social planner is not indifferent
etween Policies A and B. For instance, under A the possibility exists
hat everyone in society remains in poor health, a possibility that

ay be considered undesirable and lead to a preference for B. On
he other hand, under B there will always be inequality in final

ealth between patients. This may be a ground for a policy maker
o prefer Policy A. Ultimately, empirical testing will have to decide
he descriptive appeal of marginality as a preference condition. We
ill report the results of such a test in Section 7.

able 1
xample for marginality I.

Probability

1/2 1/2

atient groups 1 2 1 2

olicy A (poor, good) (poor, good) (poor, poor) (poor, poor)
olicy B (poor, good) (poor, poor) (poor, poor) (poor, good)

D
y
w
z

a
h
h
t
r
e
i

olicy A (fair, good) (poor, fair) (fair, fair) (poor, poor)
olicy B (fair, good) (poor, poor) (fair, fair) (poor, fair)

Because marginality is such a crucial condition let us consider
nother example (see Table 2). Both Policies A and B offer the same
xpected benefit to each patient and thus they are equivalent if
arginality holds. However, notice that Policy A will never forsake

a group of) patients in worse health to give health to (a group of)
atients better off; whereas there is a 1/2 probability under Policy
that (the group) of patients starting in fair health will achieve

ood health while (the group of) patients starting in “poor health”
ill remain in “poor health”. Thus, it could be argued that Policy
is preferred to Policy B on the grounds of concern for fairness,

ecause under all states (of the world) Policy A, while providing
he same expected benefit as Policy B, will never allow those bet-
er off to achieve even greater health at the dereliction of those
orse off. Yet, marginality prohibits a policy maker from exercis-

ng such fairness preferences. Under Policy B, we see that it offers a
/2 probability of attaining equity (with the policy every one gets
fair health”) which may be a highly valued goal when expected
enefits are equal. However, this is at the risk (also a 1/2 probabil-

ty) of a great disparity in health. In sum, marginality has difficulty
ccommodating decisions that are governed by specific equity and
airness principles.

efinition 2. Anonymity. For all ci = 〈c1, ci, . . ., cn〉 ∈ C and permu-
ations � on {1, . . ., n} such that cj = 〈c�(1), c�(i), . . ., c�(n)〉 we have
i ∼ cj.

Anonymity says that the identity of the recipient of a health
tate change does not affect the desirability of the distribution of
ealth state improvements. Basically, it says that the social planner

s only interested in changes in health. Other factors like race, sex,
hether the recipient is a war veteran or not, etc. play no role. Under

nonymity, the policy 〈(poor health, good health), (poor health,
oor health)〉 is equivalent to the policy 〈(poor health, poor health),
poor health, good health)〉. In both policies there is one person
hose health improves from poor health to good health and one

erson who stays in poor health. Hence, the policies are equivalent
ecause the decision maker exercises no favoritism as to whether

t is the first patient or the second patient whose health improves.
nonymity seems a plausible condition for social choice, particu-

arly when the task is to value health state improvements, and it is
ndeed commonly assumed in evaluations of social welfare.

efinition 3. Additivity. For all x, y, z in H, n in N, and 〈(x1,
1), . . ., (xn, yn), (yn+1, zn+1), . . ., (yn+n, zn+n)〉, 〈(x1, z1), . . ., (xn, zn)〉 ∈ C,
e have 〈(x1, y1), . . ., (xn, yn), (yn+1, zn+1), . . ., (yn+n, zn+n)〉∼〈(x1,

1), . . ., (xn, zn)〉.

Additivity, loosely speaking, says that health changes may be
dded together. It implies, for example that 〈(fair health, good
ealth), (poor health, fair health)〉 is equivalent to 〈(fair health, fair
ealth), (poor health, good health)〉. The example shows that addi-
ivity may be construed as a controversial assumption. One obvious

eason why a policy maker would not be indifferent in the above
xample is that in the first policy everyone gets some improvement
n health, whereas in the second case this is not true.

The following two lemmas are useful in proving our main result.
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emma 1. Suppose Structural Assumption 1 holds. For all c in C,
arginality (Definition 1) and anonymity (Definition 2) imply that

he expected utility function U(c) = U(c1) + U(c2) + · · · + U(cn).

emma 2. Suppose Structural Assumption 1 holds. For all x, y in H,
arginality (Definition 1) and anonymity (Definition 2) imply U(x,

) = U(y, y) = 0.

. Main result

The following theorem characterizes statement 4′, the PTO
odel suggested by Ubel et al. (2000).

heorem 1. Structural Assumption 1 holds. Then for all health
mprovements (w, x) and (y, z) in H × H, for all positive integers m and
, and for all policies c1 = 〈(w1, x1), . . . , (wm, xm), 0m+1, . . . , 0m+n〉
nd c2 = 〈01, . . ., 0m, (ym+1, zm+1), . . ., (ym+n, zm+n)〉 in C for which
1 � c2, the statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent:

(i) The preference relation, �, satisfies marginality (Definition 1) and
anonymity (Definition 2).

ii) There exists a positive real function U on H × H such that c1 � c2

if and only if U(w, x)/U(y, z) ≥ n/m.

With Theorem 1 the utility function over health state improve-
ents takes an additive form (Fishburn, 1965; Keeny and Raiffa,

993). The additive form can accommodate some concerns about
nequality (Atkinson, 1970), but not all (Bleichrodt et al., 2008).

e next characterize a person tradeoff for which preference for
ealth state improvements is represented by health state value dif-

erences, i.e. equation given in statement (4), the model proposed
y Patrick et al. (1973) and Nord (1995), which is most commonly
sed in practice.

heorem 2. Suppose Structural Assumption 1 holds. Then
or all health improvements (w, x) and (y, z) in H × H,
or all positive integers m and n, and for all policies c1 =
(w1, x1), . . . , (wm, xm), 0m+1, . . . , 0m+n〉 and c2 = 〈01, . . ., 0m,
ym+1, zm+1), . . ., (ym+n, zm+n)〉 in C for which c1 � c2, the statements
i) and (ii) are equivalent:

(i) The preference relation, �, satisfies marginality (Definition 1),
anonymity (Definition 2), and additivity (Definition 3).

ii) There exists a positive real-valued function V such that c1 � c2 if
and only if (V(x) − V(w))/(V(z) − V(y)) ≥ n/m.

The following theorem characterizes the uniqueness of the func-
ion U in Theorem 1 and the function V in Theorem 2:

heorem 3. If U′ is any other positive real-valued function that sat-
sfies part (ii) of Theorem 1 then U′ = ˛U, for some positive real ˛. If
′ is any other positive real-valued function that satisfies part (ii) of
heorem 2 then V′ = ˛V + ˇ, for some positive real ˛ and some real ˇ.

Theorem 3 shows that U is a ratio scale and V is an interval scale.
he uniqueness results are not obvious from the PTO formulas and
re a consequence of the assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2. Note
hat Theorems 1 and 2 allow the functions U and V to be concave to
xpress inequality aversion.

Person tradeoff research often emphasizes the use of match-
ng (equivalence) judgments to infer relations among health state
references. Therefore, we note the following for clarity.
emark 1. For any PTO equivalence, Theorem 1 implies
/m = U(w, x)/U(y, z) and Theorem 2 implies n/m = (V(x) −
(w))/(V(z) − V(y)).

Proofs of Theorems 1–3 and Remark 1 are given in Appendix A.
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. Extension to non-expected utility

Thus far we have assumed that the social decision maker
ehaves according to expected utility. Our main motivation to do so
as that social policy is normative in nature and expected utility

s still the dominant normative theory of decision making. How-
ver, if we want to test whether people, when put in the role of a
ocial planner, actually make choices that are consistent with the
TO, a problem arises. Testing preference conditions is a descriptive
ctivity and there exists abundant evidence that expected utility is
escriptively invalid: people deviate systematically from expected
tility. One important reason for these deviations is probability
eighting. People do not evaluate probabilities linearly, as expected
tility assumes, but are more sensitive to changes in probability
lose to 0 (impossibility) and 1 (certainty) than to changes in the
iddle range. Most people perceive a change in probability (e.g. the

eduction of a cancer risk) from 0.01 to 0 (the elimination of the risk)
r from 0.99 to 1 (the certainty of the risk) as more meaningful than
change from, say, 0.54 to 0.53.

In this Section we will explain how our main result can be
xtended to non-expected utility. We will relax the assumption
hat expected utility holds. Without loss of generality we assume
hat the notation (p:c1;c2) implies that c1 � c2, i.e. health policies
re rank-ordered, the first mentioned health state improvement is
lways considered at least as good as the second. This of course is
ot a restriction as any policy may be expressed with outcomes

n rank-order. Rank-ordering is crucial in what follows. As with
xpected utility, we assume that the utility of a risky policy is
weighted average of the utilities of its outcomes. However, we

o longer assume that the weights are equal to the probabilities.
nstead, we assume that preferences� over health policies (p:c1;c2)
an be represented by:

(p)U(c1) + (1 − �(p))U(c2) (1)

here the decision weights � depend on p but need not equal p.
he function � satisfies �(0) = 0 and �(1) = 1 and we assume that
or some p* in [0,1], �(p*) = 1/2. Eq. (1) is obviously more general
han expected utility. It includes expected utility as a special case,
ut also most other models of decision under risk that are cur-
ently used in the literature. Most importantly, it includes prospect
heory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman,
992), the most influential descriptive theory of decision under risk
oday.

Let us now redefine marginality.

efinition 1′. Let p* be the probability such that at p*, �(p*) = 1/2.
p*:c1;c2) ∼ (p*:c3;c4) whenever c1, c2, c3, c4 ∈ C, and any ci ∈ Ci that
ppears once (twice) in (p*:c1;c2) also appears once (twice) in
p*:c3;c4) and vice versa.

Definition 1′ is very similar to the definition of marginality
xcept that now we do not use probability 1/2 but a probability
* that has a decision weight of 1/2. The probability p* can be any
umber between 0 and 1. It can but need not be equal to 1/2. We
an now restate our main results.

heorem 4. If we replace in Structural Assumption 1 expected
tility by Eq. (1) then Theorems 1–3 still hold when marginality is
eplaced by Definition 1′.

A proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix A. One question

emains: How can we elicit the probability p* so that we guarantee
decision weight, �(p*) = 1/2? We will briefly outline a procedure

o do so. We start by choosing three health state improvements
0 � cM � cm and an arbitrary probability p. Then we determine c1

uch that the decision maker is indifferent between (p:c1;cm) and
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Table 3
Experimental questions.

Test Policy

Marginality I
A (1/2:((poor, good), (poor, good)); ((poor,

poor), (poor, poor))
B (1/2:((poor, good), (poor, poor)); ((poor,

poor), (poor, good))

Marginality II
A (1/2:((fair, good), (poor, fair)); ((fair, fair),

(poor, poor))
B (1/2:((fair, good), (poor, poor); ((fair, fair),

(poor, fair))

Additivity
A ((fair, good),(poor, fair))
B ((fair, fair),(poor, good))

Probability
Weighting I

A (1/2:100 lives;80 lives)
B (1/2:T1 lives;70 lives)

Probability
Weighting II

A (1/2:T1 lives;80 lives)
B (1/2:T2 lives;70 lives)

Probability
Weighting III

A (p*:T2 lives;T0 lives)
B T1 lives

Definition (1′)
A (p*:((poor, good), (poor, good)); ((poor,

poor), (poor, poor))

〈
〈
b

t
(

e
t
b
improvements. This was done to simplify the experimental tasks.
We learned in the pilots that subjects found these questions com-
plex and this simplified the task in estimating p*.
022 J.N. Doctor et al. / Journal of Hea

p:c0;cM). Applying Eq. (1) this indifference implies that:

(p)U(c1) + (1 − �(p))U(cm) = �(p)U(c0) + (1 − �(p))U(cM)

r

(c1) − U(c0) = 1 − �(p)
�(p)

U(cM) − U(cm).

e next elicit c2 such that the decision maker is indifferent between
p:c2;cm) and (p:c1;cM). Applying Eq. (1) again this indifference
mplies that:

(c2) − U(c1) = 1 − �(p)
�(p)

U(cM) − U(cm).

nd thus, U(c2) − U(c1) = U(c1) − U(c0). Finally, we ask for the prob-
bility p* such that c1 for sure is considered equivalent to (p*:c2;c0).
y Eq. (1) this indifference yields:

(c1) = �(p∗)u(c2) + (1 − �(p∗))U(c0)

r �(p*) (U(c2) − U(c1)) = (1 − �(p*))(U(c1) − U(c0)). Because
(c2) − U(c1) = U(c1) − U(c0), it follows that �(p*) = 1/2.

. Experiment

.1. Design

We used the above theory in an experimental test of the validity
f the two versions of the PTO, (4) and (4′). The experiment tested
he following four questions:

1) Assuming expected utility, does marginality hold?
2) Does additivity hold?
3) Is the assumption of expected utility appropriate or do peo-

ple deviate from expected utility in choosing between health
policies?

4) If people deviate from expected utility, does the generalization
of marginality, Definition 1′ hold?

Of the 113 subjects in the experiment 30 were graduate students
rom the University of Southern California and 83 undergraduate
tudents from Erasmus University Rotterdam. The experiment was
eb-based. Subjects performed the experiment by clicking on a link
hich took them to the webpage of the experiment. A copy of the

xperimental questions is in Appendix B. Before the actual exper-
ment, we pilot-tested several versions of the experiment using
ther university students.

Table 3 summarizes the experimental questions. The exper-
ment started with two tests of marginality. These two tests
onstituted of the examples discussed in Tables 1 and 2. Subjects
ere told that there are two equally sized groups of patients and

wo health policies. In the first question all patients started off
n poor health. Under Policy A there was a 50% chance that both
roups of patients would move to good health and a 50% chance
hat both groups of patients would stay in poor health. That is,
olicy A = (1/2:〈(poor, good), (poor, good)〉; 〈(poor, poor), (poor,
oor)〉). Under Policy B there was a 50% chance that the first group
f patients would move to good health but the second group of
atients would stay in poor health and a 50% chance that the first
roup of patients would stay in poor health but the second group of
atients would move to good health. That is, Policy B = (1/2:〈(poor,

ood), (poor, poor)〉; 〈(poor, poor), (poor, good)〉). Subjects were
sked to choose between these two policies. Indifference, the
ption predicted by marginality, was allowed. In the second test
f marginality, the patients differed in initial health. Subjects were
sked to choose between Policies A = (1/2:〈(fair, good), (poor, fair)〉;
B (p*:((poor, good), (poor, poor)); ((poor,
poor), (poor, good))

(fair, fair), (poor, poor)〉) and B = (1/2:〈(fair, good), (poor, poor)〉;
(fair, fair), (poor, fair)〉). Again, marginality predicts indifference
etween A and B.

The third question tested was additivity. Subjects were asked
o choose between A = 〈(fair, good), (poor, fair)〉 and B = 〈(fair, fair),
poor, good)〉. Additivity predicts indifference.

The next questions tested to what extent subjects deviated from
xpected utility in social choice questions. We sought to determine
he probability p* with decision weight 1/2. We used the num-
er of lives saved (moving from death to full health) as health
Fig. 1. Results for marginality.
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We started with a practice question. Then we determined the
umber of life-years T1 such that subjects were indifferent between
olicies A = (1/2:100;80), i.e. equal chances of saving 100 lives and of
aving 80 lives, and B = (1/2:T1;70). In the notation of Section 5, this
eans that c0 = 100, cM = 80, and cm = 70. We then determined the

umber of life-years T2 such that subjects were indifferent between
= (1/2:T1;80) and B = (1/2:T2;70). Finally, we asked for the prob-

bility p* which established indifference between A = T1 years for
ure and B = (p*:T2;100). As shown in Section 5, under Eq. (1) this
robability has decision weight 1/2.

In the final question, we used the above-elicited probability p* to
ompare Policies A = (p*:〈(poor, good), (poor, good)〉; 〈(poor, poor),
poor, poor)〉) and B = (p*:〈(poor, good), (poor, poor)〉; 〈(poor, poor),
poor, good)〉). That is, we repeated the first question but now with
robability p* instead of 1/2. Under Definition 1′ subjects should
e indifferent between A and B. A and B are rank-ordered due to
nonymity. In Section 5, we pointed out that rank-ordering is cru-
ial for Eq. (1). We could not repeat question 2 with probability p*
nstead of probability 1/2 because for Policy B the rank-order might
ary by subject.

. Results

.1. Marginality

Fig. 1 shows the results for the two tests of marginality. Remem-
er that marginality predicts indifference. Approximately 40% of
he subjects are indifferent in each test separately. Seventy percent
f the subjects who satisfy marginality in the first test also satisfy
arginality in the second test. Consequently, about 25% of the sub-

ects satisfy marginality in both tests. Recall that Theorems 1 and 2
equire that marginality holds in both tests.

Among the subjects who strictly prefer one of the two options,
ost chose B. Apparently, subjects do not want to risk that none of
he groups obtains a health improvement. Note that in the first test
his conflicts with a preference for an equal distribution of health.
nder A both groups are always in equal health, whereas under
inequality in health exists. The preference for B is particularly

ronounced in the first test. The difference between the proportion

Fig. 2. Results for additivity.
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1 111.9 (7.5) 110 (110, 110)
2 126.5 (30.5) 120 (120, 122.8)
* 0.55 (0.25) 0.50 (0.50, 0.70)

f subjects choosing A and the proportion of subjects choosing B is
ot significant, however (binomial test, p = 0.10 in the first test and
= 0.61 in the second test).

.2. Additivity

Fig. 2 shows the results for additivity. Additivity predicts indif-
erence, but, as is clear from Fig. 1, this does not obtain. A majority
f subjects chooses option A. The proportion of subjects choosing
is significantly higher than the proportion of subjects choosing B

p < 0.001). In terms of final outcomes A and B are equal in the sense
hat one group of patients is in fair health and the other group in
ood health. The difference is that in A it is the first group who
s in good health and in B the second. It is unlikely that subjects
are which group of patients is in good health and which group in
air health. However, under Policy A both groups of patients get an
mprovement in health, whereas under Policy B only the second
roup benefits. Apparently, this matters.

.3. Probability weighting

In the tests of marginality reported above we assumed that
ubjects behaved according to expected utility. Table 4 shows the
esults of the test of this assumption. Seventeen subjects were
emoved from this analysis, because they either reported values of
1 or T2 less or equal than 100 or a value of T2 less than T1. In these
ases, Policy A dominated Policy B. We interpreted these responses
s reflecting confusion on the part of the subject and, therefore,
e excluded these subjects. Many subjects reported T1 = 110 and

2 = 120 implying risk neutrality in societal decisions involving
ives saved.

The important results are the results for p*. Were subjects to
ehave according to expected utility then they should report a value
f p* equal to 0.50. Table 4 shows that a substantial proportion of
ur subjects do not deviate much from expected utility. The median
alue of p* is in fact 0.50. The mean was 0.55, slightly higher than
.50 and indicating that there was some tendency in our sample
o underweight probabilities around 0.50.3 The interquartile range
IQR) shows that the distribution of responses of p* was skewed to
he right, which confirms this tendency. Underweighting of proba-
ilities around 0.50 is consistent with findings from the literature
n decision under risk (Gonzalez and Wu, 1999; Abdellaoui, 2000;
leichrodt and Pinto, 2000), except that the degree of underweight-

ng that we observed is somewhat less in comparison. Because
robability weighting is more pronounced at the ends of the prob-
bility scale, these results are not too surprising—we would expect
he weight for 0.5 to be close to 0.5. The findings should not be
nterpreted to mean that our subjects were expected utility max-
mizers at all probabilities. However, the findings do indicate that
ur tests of marginality (at p = 0.5) are robust.
In total, there were 30 subjects for whom p* was exactly equal to
.50, i.e. they were fully consistent with expected utility. The data
or these subjects, the EU maximizers, allow a test of the consistency
n responses. For the EU maximizers, question 8 was identical to

3 Remember that p* is such that it has a decision weight of 0.50.
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he first question and, consequently, we would expect the choice
n both questions to be the same. Eighty percent indeed made the
ame choice, 20 percent changed preference. Inconsistency rates up
o 30% are common in choice experiments (e.g. Starmer and Sugden,
989; Hey and Orme, 1994; Ballinger and Wilcox, 1997; Loomes and
ugden, 1998). Those who made a different choice always changed
rom strict preference to indifference or from indifference to strict
reference. No subject changed from a strict preference for A to a
trict preference for B or vice versa. The consistency of the data
eems satisfactory.

The EU maximizers behaved more in line with marginality than
he rest of the sample. Slightly over 50% of them satisfied marginal-
ty in both tests. Those EU maximizers who violated marginality

ere distributed evenly over choosing A and choosing B. The EU
aximizers violated additivity and, just like the rest of the sample,

ended to prefer A, the policy in which both groups of patients bene-
t. The latter finding is of relevance for the interpretation of the data
f the EU maximizers. One reason why they behaved according to
U could be the minimization of cognitive effort: reporting p* = 0.50

s an easy response strategy. Likewise, reporting indifference is an
asy response strategy. There was no EU maximizer who was always
ndifferent, however, suggesting that behavior consistent with EU

as not due to a minimization of cognitive effort.

.4. Definition 1′

Let us finally turn to the results of the test of marginality under
on-EU, Definition 1′. Fig. 3 shows that after controlling for vio-

ations of expected utility, the support for marginality decreases.
ost subjects now prefer Policy A. Because there was a slight

endency to underweight probabilities with decision weight 0.50,
here were more (41) subjects for whom p* > 0.50 than subjects
or whom p* < 0.50 (24). For subjects who underweighted proba-

ility (those for whom p* < 0.50), the probability that both groups
f patients gain was greater than 0.50 in Policy A. Thus, the better
utcome in choice A had a larger decision weight in the second test
han it did in the first test when p was set equal to 0.50. Apparently
his is sufficient to offset the risk that no-one gains: 32 out of these

Fig. 3. Results for Definition 1′ .
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1 subjects preferred A and only 4 preferred B. For subjects who
verweighted probability (p* < 0.50) the situation is reversed. The
isk of no-one gaining exceeds the chance of both groups gaining.
ourteen out of 24 now prefer B. Still, 9 of these subjects prefer
.

. Discussion

It is worth evaluating critically the preference conditions that
ive rise to PTO measurement so as to determine the appropriate
and valid) scope of its use. If the assumptions outlined in Theorem

hold, then the results obtained from PTO measurements would
ot conflict with the objectives of CEA. Indeed such measurements
f health state values were the original intent of Patrick et al. (1973).
eyond use of the PTO formula given by Patrick et al. (1973) for val-
ation of outcomes in CEA, the preference conditions that justify
he use of PTO may be controversial when it comes to the mit-
gation of equity and fairness concerns. Of particular concern is

arginality which equates policies for which the expected bene-
t to each patient is the same. Marginality underlies both versions
f the PTO model that have been proposed in the literature. As we
iscussed, marginality is to some degree unavailing with respect to
ddressing inequalities in health. We discussed situations where
xpected benefits of programs are the same, but where the pub-
ic may have strong opinions about how health is distributed that
annot be captured with the PTO method. Because PTO responses
equire interpersonal comparisons, several researchers have con-
ectured that these responses capture distributional concerns (e.g.,
ord, 1999, p. 90, first paragraph; Damschroder et al., 2005, p. 2
fth paragraph; Salomon and Murray, 2004, p. 284, second para-
raph). The results presented in this paper make clear that due to
arginality, the PTO is prohibited from accommodating specific

istributional concerns.
We tested the conditions underlying the PTO in an experiment.

he results strongly reject additivity and, hence, the type of PTO
odel most commonly used. The evidence on marginality is more

mbiguous. Most subjects do not satisfy marginality exactly, but
refer one of the two options presented to them. Controlling for
xpected utility violations, somewhat more subjects prefer the pol-
cy that offers both patient groups the prospect of both receiving an
mprovement in health even when this is at the risk of no improve-

ent for either group.
The findings on marginality are of more general interest for

esearch on equity in health. In the literature on health inequal-
ty it is commonly assumed that people dislike inequality in health
nd always want to reduce this. Our findings reveal a more subtle
icture. People care also, and perhaps even more, about equality
f opportunity i.e., each group having an opportunity to improve
nder all states (of the world). Whether this result stands up to fur-
her testing is a topic for future research. Further, because of small
ample sizes and a sizeable proportion of foreign students in the
merican sample, comparing equity preferences across different
ationalities (Dutch and U.S.) was not possible, but is an important

uture line of research.
We obtained some evidence that people deviated from expected

tility in making social choices. The deviation was limited, however,
nd less than what is commonly observed in choice under risk.

hether people are indeed more consistent with expected utility
n social choices than in decision under risk is a topic worthy of
uture exploration.
When we allowed for violations of expected utility, the support
or marginality decreased. Then, most subjects preferred the policy
eading to equal final health outcomes. We are inclined to interpret
his result with caution. To be able to design a test of marginality
hat is robust to violations of expected utility, we had to ask four
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Appendix B. Experimental questions4

Marginality I:5
J.N. Doctor et al. / Journal of Hea

uestions. One potential concern is cumulating of error as questions
roceed; however, this concern would predict a greater difficulty

n finding a violation of marginality with the non-expected utility
est and we were able to detect such a violation.

Summing up, our experimental study casts some doubt on the
alidity of the PTO, especially the most common form of it. It should
e kept in mind that the number of tests that we performed was

imited and that the results on marginality under non-expected
tility should be treated with care. Our empirical study was pri-
arily intended as an illustration of how the PTO can be tested and

o give some first insights as to its validity as an outcome measure
n cost-effectiveness analysis. Clearly, more evidence is needed.

. Concluding remarks

We began this paper with the question, “When are person trade-
ffs valid?” The answer, we have shown, is that they are valid when
espondents are indifferent to social choices for which the expected
enefit to each person in society is the same (i.e., marginality, see
efinition 1), when decisions are not affected by a persons identity

i.e., anonymity, see Definition 2), and when health improvements
re additive in preference (i.e., additivity, see Definition 3). As we
xplained, marginality excludes certain kinds of equity and fair-
ess considerations. To allow for future testing we have explained
ow the various conditions can be tested and provided some ini-
ial findings. These findings put in doubt the most common form
f the PTO and provide limited support for a more general form.
e hoped that this paper will help to clarify what is involved in

sing the PTO and will foster future empirical research into its
alidity.
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ppendix A. Proofs

In the proofs we will employ the abbreviation (x, y)jci to indi-
ate that for some specific distribution, ci, health state change (x) is
ubstituted for person j, i.e., ci = 〈c1, . . ., cj = (xj, yj), . . ., cn〉 for a fixed
≤ j ≤ n.

roof of Lemma 1 (Fishburn, 1965). Theorem 3 showed
hat when � is a weak order, expected utility and the

arginality condition (Definition 1) together imply U(c1,
2, . . ., cn) = U1(c1) + U2(c2) + . . . + Un(cn). If (U1, U2, . . ., Un) is an
rray of representing additive individual utility functions then
y anonymity so are (U2, U3, . . ., Un, U1), (U3, U4, . . ., Un, U1,
2), . . ., (Un, U1, . . ., Un−1). Define �iUi as the sum of each Ui, then

t is clear that because for the aforementioned arrays, each Ui
ccurs at each array position once, we may construct an array
�iUi, �iUi, . . ., �iUi) that also is representing. This shows that the
dditive individual utility functions can be chosen as identical. Let
equal one of these additive utility functions and this yields the

esired result. �
roof of Lemma 2. We must show that Structural Assumption 1
ogether with Definitions 1 and 2 imply that for all b in H, U(b, b) = 0.
hoose any health states a, b ∈ H and n > 0 in the natural numbers,
. Let c1 = 〈(a, b)〉 and c2 = 〈(a1, b1), (b2, b2). . ., (bn, bn)〉. Because

t

n

onomics 28 (2009) 1018–1027 1025

onstant health does not affect desirability of the policy (Structural
ssumption 1), c1 ∼ c2. By Lemma 1, U(a, b) = U(a, b) + (n − 1)U(b, b),
r, 0 = (n − 1)U(b, b), dividing by n − 1 we see that for all b in H, U(b,
) = 0. �

roof of Theorem 1. To prove the theorem, we must show
hat, (i) if and only if (ii). Clearly (ii) implies (i), so we show
hat (i) implies (ii). Choose any (w, x) and (y, z) in H × H and
ny m and n > 0 in the natural numbers, N, such that if c1 =
(w1, x1), . . . , (wm, xm), 0m+1, . . . , 0m+n〉 and c2 = 〈01, . . ., 0m, (ym+1,
m+1), . . ., (ym+n, zm+n)〉 in C then c1 � c2. Applying the result of
emma 1 and noting that by Lemma 2 constant health has zero
tility, we see that this directly yields (ii). Therefore, (i) implies (ii).

roof of Theorem 2. To prove the theorem, we must show that,
i) if and only if (ii). Clearly (ii) implies (i), so we show that (i)
mplies (ii). Let z* denote full health. Define v : H → R, such that
(z∗) = 1 and if x is in H and x /= z* then v(x) = 1 − U(x, z∗). Let
x, y)jc denote a finite health change distribution whereby a fixed
erson gets health change (x, y). Choose any such fixed health
hange distribution c ∈ C. Because � is a weak order and a prop-
rty of weak orders is that they are reflexive, (x, y)jc ∼(x, y)jc.
y marginality (Definition 1), anonymity (Definition 2), additiv-

ty (Definition 3) and Lemma 2, U((x, y)jc) = U(x, y) + k, where k is
he sum of the utility of health state improvements for all other
ersons not specified. If y = z*, then U(x, y) = U(x, z∗) = 1 − (1 −
(x, z∗)) = v(y) − v(x). Suppose now that y /= z*. We observe that

emma 1 and additivity (Definition 3) guarantees that U(x, y) + U(y,
*) = U(x, z*). So U(x, y) = U(x, z∗) − U(y, z∗) = (1 − U(y, z∗)) − (1 −
(x, z∗)) = v(y) − v(x). Thus, choosing any health state change (x, y)

or a fixed person, we have, U((x, y)jc) = U(x, y) + k = v(y) − v(x) +
, or, U(x, y) = v(y) − v(x), where v : H → R

+. We have proven the
heorem. �

roof of Theorem 3. Suppose U′ is any other function that satis-
es (ii) of Theorem 1, then n/m ≤ U(w, x)/U(y, z) = U ′(w, x)/U ′(y, z).
et (x, y) be fixed then U′ = �U, where � = U′(x, y)/U(x, y). Thus

is a ratio scale. Suppose now that Theorem 2 holds such that
(x, y) = v(y) − v(x), where v : H → R

+ and that v′ is any other
unction that is representing for v. Let U ′(x, y) = v′(y) − v′(x) and
(y) − v(x) = U(x, y), we know that [v′(y) − v′(x)] = ˛[v(y) − v(x)].
ix y = y*. It follows that, for all x in H, v′(x) = ˛v(x) + ˇ, where
= v′(y∗) − ˛v(y∗). Thus, v is an interval scale. We have proved

heorem 3. �

roof of Remark 1. The proof is straightforward. Assuming a
TO equivalence and (ii) of Theorem 1, c1 � c2 if and only if n/m ≤
(w, x)/U(y, z) and c2 � c1 if and only if n/m ≥ U(w, x)/U(y, z),
ence, a PTO equivalence (Structural Assumption 1) and Theorem
(i) implies n/m = U(w, x)/U(y, z). By Theorem 2, U(x, y) = v(y) −

(x), where v : H → R
+ and then n/m = (v(x) − v(w))/(v(z) − v(y)).

roof of Theorem 4. Follows from the proof of Theorems 1 and 2
n Fishburn (1965) by substituting Eq. (1) for expected utility and
* for 1/2. �
4 Bracketed text [] indicates that a previous answer was inserted dynamically as
ext in the question.

5 The names of the conditions tested are displayed for ease of reference. They were
ot displayed in the experiment.
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1: Imagine two groups of patients of the same size, Group 1 and
roup 2. Each group starts out in poor health. And, each has a 50%
hance of some health outcome. A 50% chance is like a fair coin flip:
hoose a policy, flip a coin, and if the coin lands on heads, then some
utcome happens. If the coin lands on tails, then another outcome
ill happen. Below are two risky health policies, Policy A and Policy

. After choosing Policy A, if an imaginary coin lands on heads, then
olicy A offers a 50% chance of moving both groups of patients from
oor health to good health. Otherwise, if the coin lands on tails,
hen everyone will stay in poor health. After choosing Policy B, if
n imaginary coin lands on heads, Policy B offers a 50% chance of
oving Group 1 patients from poor to good health, but Group 2

atients stay in poor health. Otherwise, if the coin lands on tails,
roup 1 patients stay in poor health and Group 2 patients move

rom poor health to good health.Please examine the table below
nd choose the health policy that you consider best.

50% chance (heads) 50% chance (tails)

olicy A: Group 1: Poor to Good Group 1: Poor to Poor
Group 2: Poor to Good Group 2: Poor to Poor

olicy B: Group 1: Poor to Good Group 1: Poor to Poor
Group 2: Poor to Poor Group 2: Poor to Good

Which do you prefer?

I prefer Policy A
I prefer Policy B
Equally good

Marginality II:

2: Imagine two groups of patients of the same size, Group 1 and
roup 2. Group 1 starts in fair health. Group 2 starts in poor health.
nd, each has a 50% chance of some health outcome. Please examine

he table below and choose the health policy that you consider best.

50% chance (heads) 50% chance (tails)

olicy A: Group 1: Fair to Good Group 1: Fair to Fair
Group 2: Poor to Fair Group 2: Poor to Poor

olicy B: Group 1: Fair to Good Group 1: Fair to Fair
Group 2: Poor to Poor Group 2: Poor to Fair

Which do you prefer?

I prefer Policy A
I prefer Policy B
Equally good

Additivity:

3: Consider again the patients described in question 2. Group
and Group 2 are the same size. This time, however, no risk is

nvolved. A certain outcome will happen when you choose a pol-
cy. Consider the following two policies. Policy A moves Group 1
atients from fair health to good health and Group 2 patients from
oor health to fair health. In Policy B Group 1 patients stay in

air health while Group 2 patients move from poor health to good
ealth.

100% chance
olicy A: Group 1: Fair to Good
Group 2: Poor to Fair

olicy B: Group 1: Fair to Fair
Group 2: Poor to Good

Which do you prefer?
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I prefer Policy A
I prefer Policy B
Equally good

Probability weighting I:

4: Please state the number of lives saved that makes the following
wo policies equivalent:

able Chance: 50% (heads) 50% (tails)

Policy A 100 lives 80 lives
Policy B ? = 70 lives

Enter your answer here:? = (T1)
Probability weighting II:

5: Please state the number of lives saved that makes the following
wo policies equivalent:

able Chance: 50% (heads) 50% (tails)

Policy A T1 lives 80 lives
Policy B ? = lives 70 lives

Enter your answer here:? = (T2)
Probability Weighting III:

6: Table 1 shows two policies A and B. Policy A has a 100% chance
f saving T2 lives and a 0% chance that 100 lives are saved. Policy B
aves [T1] lives for sure. As indicated by the check mark “X” Policy A
s better because it saves more lives than Policy B. In Table 2, notice
he probabilities are reversed. We have marked the check “X” so
hat Policy B is better because Policy B saves more lives than Policy
.

able 1 Chance: 100% 0%

X Policy A [T2] lives 100 lives
Policy B [T1] lives [T1] lives

able 2 Chance: 0% 100%

X Policy A [T2] lives 100 lives
Policy B [T1] lives [T1] lives

Please indicate the probability (e.g., 0.10, . . ., 0.35, 0.50,
.65, . . ., 0.90) that you believe would make Policy A and Policy B
qually good.

Enter your answer here: ? = (p*)
Marginality non-expected utility (see Definition (1′)):

Q7: Imagine two groups of patients of the same size, Group 1
nd Group 2. Each group starts out in poor health. A Below are two
isky health policies, Policy A and Policy B. Please examine the table
elow and choose the health policy that you consider best.

[p*] chance 1 − [p*] chance

olicy A: Group 1: Poor to Good Group 1: Poor to Poor
Group 2: Poor to Good Group 2: Poor to Poor

olicy B: Group 1: Poor to Good Group 1: Poor to Poor
Group 2: Poor to Poor Group 2: Poor to Good

Which do you prefer?

I prefer Policy A
I prefer Policy B
Equally good
eferences
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